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Commutators of Diffeomorphisms: II1)

by John N. Mather

This paper is a sequel to [2], and we will assume the reader is familiar with the
terminology and results of [2]. Our main resuit is the following.

THEOREM 1. Let M be a smooth n-manifold. If n^r^l, then Diff (M, r) is
perfect.

From Epstein's theorem [1], it then follows that we hâve:

COROLLARY. Under the same hypothesis, Diff (Af, r) is simple.
Combining this with the resuit in [2], we see that the only missing differentiability

class is r n+1. For /•=«+1, it is still unknown whether Theorem 1 holds.
Theorem 1 is an immédiate conséquence of the case when M=Rn. The proof of

Theorem 1 is very closely related to the proof of Theorem 1 in [2]. In a sensé, we
hâve turned the proof of the latter upside down.

In the final section, we give a resuit concerning the connectivity of Haefliger's
classifying space as an application of our method. This is analogous to the resuit
concerning the connectivity of Haefliger's classifying space we obtained in [2], but
for low differentiability, rather than high differentiability.

§1. A Refinement of Theorem 1

We will actually prove a refinement of Theorem 1. Let a be a modulus of con-
tinuity, and r a positive integer.

THEOREM 2. Suppose either of the following holds.

a) n>r^\
b) r=n,<xis defined on ail of [0, oo), and there exists /?, with 0<jff < 1, such that

(x(tx)^tfi(x(x)for ail x>0 and ail t^l.
Then Diff (M, r, a) is perfect.
Theorem 1 is an immédiate conséquence, since Diff (M, r (J Diff(M, r, a), where

a

the union is taken over ail moduli of continuity in the case r<n, and ail moduli of
continuity satisfying the supplementary condition (b), when r=n.

Of course, it is enough to prove Theorem 2 in the case M=RW, to obtain the

1 This research was partially supported by NSF grant GP 43613X.
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gênerai resuit. We reduce the proof in §2 to the construction of certain mappings
P( A. Thèse mappings are constructed in subséquent sections.

§2. Strategy of the Proof

The main technical step is the construction of certain mappings PiA of function

spaces, and the proof of a number of properties of the PiA. The domain of PiA is a

C1 neighborhood of the identity in the space of C1 diffeomorphisms of R" with
support in intDiA. The range ofPiA is the set of C1 diffeomorphisms of Rw with support

There is a close parallel between the construction ofPiA which we will give below
and the construction of *FifA which we already gave in [2]. Note, however, that there
is already a différence: we hâve reversed the domain and range.

Now we list the properties we will show PiA to hâve.

Properties of PitA.

2) If u is in Cft", then so is PitA(u)-
3) The restriction of PitA to the set of Cr diffeomorphisms in its domain is con-

tinuous with respect to the C topologies on its domain and range.
4) If u is in the domain ofPiA, then u is isotopic to the identity through an isotopy

with support in intDiA and PiA(u) is isotopic to the identity through an isotopy with
support in intDf_lfi4.

From 4), if uedomPitA and u is Cra, then w, PitA(u)eDiff(Rn, r, a).

5) If uedomPitA and u is C'* then [w] [^£,a(w)] in the commutator quotient

group of Diff(Rn, r, a).
6) There exists <5>0, C>0 such that

if u is of class Cr*a, lies in the domain of PiA, and satisfies fir(X(u)<S. Moreover, C
is independent of A.

The estimate for PitA given in 6) is in a sensé the "inverse" of the estimate for
<Fi>Agivenin§3, (6) of [2].

In the rest of this section, we finish the proof of the Theorem 2, assuming the
existence ofPiA satisfying (l)-(6). Consider /eDiff (Rn, r, a) with support in intZ>n. We

wish to show/is in the commutator subgroup if it is sufficiently close to id.
For any t/eDiff(Rn, r, a) with support in intDOtA we try to define

uo=A~ifuA, uï=PHtA(u0)9 u2=Pn,UA(u1\...,un=PUA(un.1).
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If u and/are sufficiently close to the identity in the C1 topology, thèse will actually
be defined, by properties (l)-(3) °fPt,A'

It is easily seen that u0 is conjugate to fu in Diff (Rn, r, a). Thus, [w0] [fu] in the
commutator quotient group of Diff (Rn, r, a). Then

by (5) and the définition of the ut.

LEMMA. Suppose the hypothèses ofTheorem 2 are satisfied. There exists Ao such

that if A^A09 then for e>0 sufficiently small, fira(u)^e and /ir,a(/)<e imply

Assuming this lemma, one can prove Theorem 2 in exactly the same way as Theo-
rem 2 in [2] was proved there. Since there is no change in this proof, we will say
nothing further about it.

Proof of the Lemma, Exactly as in the proof of the lemma in §3 of [2], we hâve
that if e>0 is sufficiently small, and fir,a(f)<e, jUra(M)<e, then /ir>a(/w)<3e.

From the définition of u0, we hâve jur>a(wo)^^7'r,a(/w) and Vr,a(uo)^Ar~l*P
Vr,Afu)> if a is defined on ail of [0, oo) and oc(tx)^tpct(x), for ^ 1.

From condition (6) on the mappings PiA, and the définition ofuu..., un, it follows
that ife>0is sufficiently small, then jur>a(t/n)<3CMr"lîeand/ir>a(Mw)<3CMr"n"1+^e,
if a is defined on ail of [0, oo) and oc(tx)^tpa(x)9 for t^l.

Under the hypothèses of the lemma, the exponent of A is négative, so by taking A
sufficiently large we may arrange that 3CnAr~n<l or 3CnAr~n~1+0< 1, according to
the case. In either case, we hâve ^ra(Mn)<e. Q.E.D.

§3. Construction of the Mappings PiA

We consider the problem: given u with support in miDitA, find v with support in
intD|_1#il such that tfw and xtv are conjugate. We also wish v to satisfy an estimate

of the form

firta(v)^CA-^rta(u) (1)

where C is a constant (independent of A). This estimate should be satisfied for u in a

neighborhood of the identity. (This neighborhood may dépend on A.)
Our method is similar to the method of [2, §5], where we solved the "inverse"

problem. In particular, since suppwczintD^cint/V^, we may and do construct
h in the same way as there, provided u is sufficiently close to the identity. Let fi dénote
the unique diffeomorphism of Rn such that nR=hn and h is the identity on {.^=0},
where n dénotes the projection of Rn on Ct.
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We let B be a positive integer, which will be specified below. If h is sufficiently C1

close to the identity, h will be close enough to the identity for us to define diffeo-
morphisms hu..., hB of R" by the formulae

D— 1

/ïB(x)—x fio/ïf1o...o/i~21(x)—x.

Then h fiBohB_lo--ofiî,
Let C be a real C00 fonction on R, periodic of period 1, equal to 1 in a neighborhood
of the integers, equal to zéro in a neighborhood of the half-integers, and satisfying
0< Ç < 1 everywhere.

For7= 1,..., B, and k — 0, 1, we define hjk (for k 0, 1) by the formulae hj0(x)—x
Ç(Xi)(fij(x)--x) where x (xu...9 xn)eRn, and hjl hjhjo1. Thèse will be diffeo-

morphisms if h is C1 close to id. We hâve fij fij1fij0 and ît==hB1hBOhB-.lflhB-.lo
CltlXlf0.

This is the décomposition of fi we need in order to construct v.

CONSTRUCTION of v. We first construct two séquences El,..., Et ,£+,..., EB+

of strips in Rn. Thèse are defined as follows. Let a be the least half integer ^ -2A. Let

We let B be the greatest integer such that a+3B-1/2^2A.
In terms of increasing values of xi9 the strips occur in the following order: Zsi, E+,

£*,£+,...,£•*,£+• Moreover they are disjoint, they ail lie in the set { - 2A ^xt < 2A}9

and their sides are defined eitherby xf=half-integer (the EL) or xt=integer (the Ej+).

They are squeezed as closely together as possible, compatibly with thèse properties.
We let v\EL be the unique diffeomorphism of EL onto itself such that v | EL

Kj0 | El. We let v | EJ+ be the unique diffeomorphism of EJ+ onto itself such that

\{îi I^
v\(Rn~{J(ElnE{))=id.
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If u is sufficiently close to the identity this is a well defined diffeomorphism of Rn.

Moreover, it is easily seen that rlv h. Hence /^(râ)""1^, and it follows from the
ïemma in [2, §4] that i{u and xtv are conjugate in Diff (Rn, r, a), ifu is in Diff (Rrt, r, a)
and sufficiently C1 close to the identity.

This complètes the construction of v. Our estimate (1) will be proved in the next
section.

We sQtPifA(u) v. Of the properties (l)-(6) of fî,a Msted in§2, properties (l)-(3)
are obvious, we may arrange for (4) to hold by replacing the domain of PiA by a

smaller neighborhood of id, (5) is a conséquence of the fact that xtu and xtv are
conjugate, and (6) is équivalent to the inequality (1) of this section, which will be proved
in the next section.

§4. Estimate for v

In this section, we will complète the proof of Theorem 2 by proving the estimate

(1) in §3. The proof is based on the following five estimâtes.

(1) If u is C* and sufficiently near the identity, then

(2) If u is Cra and sufficiently near the identity, then

(3) There exists a constant Cx>0, independent of A, such that if u is Cr" and

sufficiently near the identity, then

(4) There exists a constant C2, independent of A, such that if u is Cra and

sufficiently close to the identity, then

,kM2Vr,Àhi), 7

(5) We hâve

Ail but one of thèse estimâtes is obvious or is in [2, §6] in slightly différent guise.

Thus, estimate (1) is essentially a spécial case of (1) in [2, §6]. Hère, supp wcint
£>i-ltA9 whereas there, we had only the weaker condition supwcintD^. This explains

why we may omit A from the right side of the inequality hère: the width of Z>f_lx in
the ith coordinate is 4, while the width of DitA is 4A. The proof of (1) hère is exactly

the same as the proof of (1) in [2, §6],
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Estimate (2) is exactly the same as (2) in [2, §6].
Estimate (3) is the new resuit. It will be proved below.
Estimate (4) is proved by the same argument that was used in Step 3 in [2, §6].

The équation (5) is obvious from the définitions.
From the estimâtes (l)-(5) of this section, we get that (1) of the previous section

holds, with C=24C1C2.
The estimate (3) is a conséquence of the following lemma. Let stf dénote the group

of C1 diffeomorphisms U of R" such that U(x) x if \xj\ ^ 2A for someyV / or xt is an
integer. For example, fi and the hi are in s/.

LEMMA. Let O<A<1. For any Ueœf, define V by

and let W= UV'1 (provided F"1 exists, which is the case when U is sufficiently close

to the identity). Then there exists <5>0 (small) and C>0 (large) such that for any
satisfying pirta(U)<ô, we hâve

We will prove this lemma below. First, however, we prove (3), assuming the lemma.

Clearly

Applying the lemma with U—h, and X — l/B, we get

Then, it is clear that

Applying the lemma a second time, with U=fiofi'[1 and A=(i?— l)""1, we get

Then, it is clear that ji,,
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Continuing in this way, we see that we hâve

for /= 1, 2,..., B. However, it is clear from the définition of B that B^\A, so we get
the estimate (3).

Proofofthe Lemma. We give différent proofs depending on whether r— 1 or r> 1.

If/ is a mapping of Rw into itself, we define

Case r> 1. We write Rfg for the sum of the "other ternis" in formula (2) in §2

of [2]. Thus,

J>r(f-g)=(Drfogy(Dgy+(Dfogyiyg+Rftg. (6)

If/and g are Cr, then Rftg is C1 and there exists <5>0 and C>0 such that if/, gestf
and vr(/), vr(g)<^, then

Applying (6) to g=f~\ we get

^(/-1)--((^/)-lo/-1)-P7o/-1)-(P/)-1°/-1)r+ ^? (7)

where there exists <5>0 and C>0 such that if/e^ and vr(/)<^, then

Then

where

and i?^^ (/= 1, 2) has the property that there exists à >0 and C>0 such that if t/ej/
and vr(U)<ô, then v1(^)l)<Cvr(c/)2-
Then it is easily seen that there exist ô > 0 and C> 0, such that if Ues/ and //r§ a U) < ô,

we hâve
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The lemma (in the case r> 1) follows immediately.
Case r=l. We hâve

(8)
Then

Therefore

DU-(DV)-1=I+(l-ù)(DU-I) + a2(DU-I)2+a3(DU-iy + ~> (9)

where a2z2+a3z3-\— is a convergent power séries (for \z\ <A~1). The lemma, in the
case r= 1, follows immediately from formulas (8) and (9).

§5. Application to Haefliger's Classifying Space

This isjust like §7 of [2]. We get that FFrn is (n+ l)-connected ifn^r^l. Likewise
FFrn'a is (w+ l)-connected under the hypothèses of Theorem 2. Thèse assertions follow
in exactly the same way from the main results of this paper as the assertions in §7 of
[2] followed from the main results of [2], so we will not repeat the proofs hère.
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